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The buckling of carbon nanotubes �CNTs� on elastomeric substrates is studied in this paper. Simple
expressions of the buckle wavelength and amplitude and the critical strain for buckling are obtained
analytically. For single-walled CNTs, the wavelength is proportional to the CNT radius to the 3/4
power, while it increases linearly with the number of walls for multiwalled CNTs. For two parallel
CNTs on the surface of the elastomeric substrate, there exists a critical spacing below which the two
CNTs interact and buckle together, adopting the same wavelength. This cobuckling wavelength is
very close to the wavelength for the larger CNT to buckle independently, i.e., the larger tube
dominates the coupled buckling. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2968228�

I. INTRODUCTION

Buckling of thin stiff films on an elastomeric substrate
has many important applications such as stretchable
electronics1–6 and precision metrology.7,8 Carbon nanotubes
�CNTs� have superior mechanical and electrical
properties9–21 and are candidates for the next generation of
electronic systems.22–24 Buckling of CNTs on elastomeric
substrates has many potential applications in stretchable
electronics and, separately, as a means to perform accurate
measurements of the mechanical moduli.24,25

Khang et al.25 recently studied the buckling behavior of
aligned single-walled CNTs on the poly�dimethylsiloxane�
�PDMS� substrate. Arrays of aligned single-walled CNTs
were first grown on a quartz substrate �Fig. 1�a�� and then
transferred to a prestrained PDMS substrate �Fig. 1�b��. Re-
lease of prestrain created buckled single-walled CNTs on the
PDMS substrate �Fig. 1�c��. Figure 1�d� shows an atomic
force microscopy �AFM� image of buckled single-walled
CNTs on the surface of the PDMS.

The purpose of this paper is to establish a mechanics
theory for the buckling of CNTs on the elastomeric substrate.
The theory includes the individual buckling of CNT as well
as the coupled buckling when two CNTs interact. The theory
holds for single- and multiwalled CNTs as well as CNT
bundles. Simple analytical expressions of the buckle wave-
length and amplitude are obtained, which agree well with
experiments.

II. BUCKLING OF SINGLE-WALLED CNTS

Let R, ECNTI, and ECNTA denote the radius, bending
stiffness, and tensile stiffness of a CNT, respectively. The

out-of-plane displacement of the buckled CNT shown in Fig.
1 can be written as w=wmax cos kx, where x is along the tube
direction, the amplitude wmax and wave number k are to be
determined, and the wavelength �=2� /k. The bending en-
ergy �per unit length� in the CNT is

Ub =
1

�
�

0

� 1

2
ECNTI�w��2dx =

ECNTI

4
k4wmax

2 . �1�

The membrane strain � in the CNT is related to w and
in-plane displacement u by �=u�+ �w��2 /2. Since Young’s
modulus EPDMS of PDMS substrate ��1 MPa� is much
smaller than the CNT modulus ��1 TPa�, the shear stress
between the CNT and substrate is negligible,26 which leads
to a constant membrane force �and therefore, constant mem-
brane strain�. This gives u= �1 /8�kwmax

2 sin�2kx�−�prex and
the membrane strain �= �1 /4�k2wmax

2 −�pre, where −�pre is the
compressive strain due to the relaxation of prestrain �pre in
the substrate. The membrane energy �per unit length� in the
CNT is

Um =
1

2
ECNTA�2 =

1

2
ECNTA�1

4
k2wmax

2 − �pre�2

. �2�

The lateral force �per unit length� on the CNT, which is
used to calculate the strain energy in the substrate, is ob-
tained from the beam theory27 as T3=ECNTIw�
− �ECNTA�w���=−P cos kx, where P=ECNTAk2wmax��pre

−k2wmax
2 /4�−ECNTIk4wmax.

The PDMS substrate is considered as a semi-infinite
solid since its thickness is many orders of magnitude larger
than the CNT buckle wavelength. The substrate surface is
traction-free except for the part underneath the CNT, which
has the width of CNT diameter 2R. The normal stress trac-
tion in this region is the average of lateral force P cos kx
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over the width, i.e., P cos kx / �2R�. The Green’s function for
a unit normal point force at �t1 , t2 ,0� on the surface of a
semi-infinite solid gives the normal displacement at �x1, x2,

0� on the surface as ��x1− t1�2+ �x2− t2�2�−1/2 / ��ĒPDMS�,28

where ĒPDMS=4EPDMS /3 is the plane-strain modulus of the
substrate since PDMS is nearly incompressible.29 The nor-
mal displacement on the surface for the normal stress trac-
tion P cos kx / �2R� over the width 2R can be obtained by
integrating the Green function as

w =
P

�RĒPDMS

�
−R

R

K0�k	x2 − t2	�dt2 cos kx1, �3�

where K0�k	x2− t2	� is the modified Bessel function of the
second kind. For a wavelength ��150 nm� much larger than
the CNT radius ��1 nm�, i.e., kR�1, the leading term in
the Taylor series expansion in Eq. �3� is

w =
P cos�kx1�

�RĒPDMS

�2R�1 − � + ln 2� − �R + x2�ln�k	R + x2	�

− �R − x2�ln�k	R − x2	�� , �4�

where �=0.577 is the Euler constant. The strain energy in
the substrate �per unit length� can be obtained in terms of the
normal stress traction P cos kx / �2R� and surface displace-
ment in Eq. �4� via the divergence theorem as

UPDMS =
P2�3 − 2� − 2 ln kR�

4�ĒPDMS

. �5�

The total potential energy �tot of the system is

�tot = Ub + Um + UPDMS −
1

�
�

0

�

P cos kx�w

− wmax cos kx�dx =
ECNTI

4
k4wmax

2

+
ECNTA

2
� k2wmax

2

4
− �pre�2

+
1

2
Pwmax

−
P2

4�ĒPDMS

�3 − 2� − 2 ln kR� , �6�

where the integration represents the work across the CNT/
substrate interface. The minimization of �tot with respect to
k and wmax gives

k� ECNTI

ĒPDMS
�1/4

= 
 2��1 − � − ln kR�
�3 − 2� − 2 ln kR�2�1/4

, �7�

wmax =
2

k

�pre −

ECNTI

ECNTA
k2

−
�ĒPDMS

ECNTAk2�3 − 2� − 2 ln kR�
�1/2

. �8�

Equation �7� is independent of the prestrain �pre and has the
approximate solution �within a few percent error� for CNTs

k �
3

4
� ĒPDMS

ECNTI
�1/4

. �9�

The amplitude in Eq. �8� depends on the prestrain �pre. From
the vanishing amplitude wmax=0, we obtain the critical pre-
strain �c for the system to buckle

FIG. 1. �Color online� The process of forming buckled, wavy single-walled
CNTs on PDMS substrate. �a� Arrays of aligned single-walled CNTs were
grown on quartz substrate. �b� CNTs were transferred to a prestrained PDMS
substrate; L is the original length of PDMS and �L is the extension. �c�
Release of prestrain creates the buckled, wavy single-walled CNTs on the
PDMS substrate. �d� AFM image of the buckled, wavy single-walled CNTs
on the PDMS substrate using the procedure described above.
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�c �
16ĒPDMSECNTI

9ECNTA � 81

256

+
2�

6 − 4� − 4 ln
3

4
− ln

ĒPDMSR4

ECNTI
� . �10�

A single-walled CNT can be modeled as a thin shell with
thickness t. The bending and tensile stiffnesses become
�ECNTI�single=ECNTt ·�R3 and �ECNTA�single=ECNTt ·2�R, re-
spectively. Its Young’s modulus and thickness always appear
together via their product ECNTt. Therefore it is unnecessary
to define Young’s modulus and thickness separately since all
experimentally measurable or theoretically calculable prop-
erties involve ECNTt, not ECNT nor t separately.30

The wavelength for a single-walled CNT is obtained
from Eq. �9� as

�single =
8�

3 �ECNTt · �R3

ĒPDMS
�1/4

, �11�

which is proportional to R3/4. The above wavelength is
shown versus the CNT radius R in Fig. 2 and is compared
with the experimentally measured wavelength.25 For the
PDMS modulus EPDMS=2 MPa, this gives ECNTt
=0.42 TPa nm, which is in the range of that reported by
prior experiments and computations.9–12,31–33

III. BUCKLING OF MULTIWALLED CNTS

The above analysis for single-walled CNTs also holds
for multiwalled CNTs and CNT bundles if ECNTI, ECNTA,

and R are replaced with the corresponding bending stiffness,
tension stiffness, and outer radius, respectively.

For a multiwalled CNT with the innermost wall radius
Rin, n walls and interwall spacing �=0.34 nm, its bending
stiffness �ECNTI�multi is the sum of bending stiffness for all
walls34 and is given by35

FIG. 2. �Color online� The wavelength of buckled single-walled CNTs on
the PDMS substrate vs the tube diameter. The red line represents the theo-
retical prediction and blue dots are experimental data.

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� The wavelength of buckled multiwalled CNTs
increases linearly with the number of walls. The innermost wall is the �5, 5�
armchair CNT with the radius 0.69 nm. The red line represents the approxi-
mation given by Eq. �13�. �b� The critical strain for a multiwalled CNT to
buckle vs the number of walls. The red line represents the asymptotic ex-
pression for critical strain given by Eq. �14�. �c� The amplitude of a buckled
multiwalled CNT increases linearly with the number of walls. The prestrain
�pre=5%. The red line represents the approximation given by Eq. �15�.
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�ECNTI�multi = �ECNTI�inn
1 +
3�n − 1�

2

�

Rin

+
�n − 1��2n − 1�

2

�2

Rin
2 +

n�n − 1�2

4

�3

Rin
3 � ,

�12�

where �ECNTI�in=ECNTt ·�Rin
3 is the bending stiffness of the

innermost wall. Similarly, the tensile stiffness for a multi-
walled CNT is �ECNTA�multi= �ECNTA�inn�1+ �n
−1� /2�� /Rin��, where �ECNTA�in=ECNTt ·2�Rin is the tensile
stiffness of the innermost wall. Once again the bending and
tensile stiffnesses depend on ECNTt, not ECNT or t separately.

The substitution of Eq. �12� into Eq. �11� gives the wave-
length for a multiwalled CNT. It is shown versus the number
of walls n in Fig. 3�a�. The innermost wall is the �5, 5�
armchair CNT with the radius 0.69 nm. For a large number
of walls n	1, as shown in Fig. 3�a�, the wavelength can be
approximated by

�multi �
8�

3 �ECNTt · ��3

4ĒPDMS
�1/4�n +

Rin

�
−

1

2
� , �13�

which increases linearly with the number of CNT walls. As
shown in Fig. 3�a�, the above expression is accurate for al-
most all n.

The critical buckle strain for multiwalled CNTs is ap-
proximately independent of the number of walls, as shown in
Fig. 3�b�. For n
5, the critical strain is given by

�c �
8

9
ĒPDMS�

�ECNTt � 81

256
+

2�

6 − 4� − 2 ln
9

8
− ln

ĒPDMS�

�ECNTt
� .

�14�

The buckle amplitude of a multiwalled CNT is obtained by
substituting Eq. �12� into Eq. �8�, which is shown versus the
number of walls in Fig. 3�c� for the prestrain �pre=5%. As
shown in Fig. 3�c�, the amplitude increases linearly with the
number of walls for a large number of walls n	1 and could
be approximated by

wmax �
8

3
�n +

Rin

�
−

1

2
��ECNTt · ��3

4ĒPDMS
�1/4��pre −

8

9
ĒPDMS�

�ECNTt � 81

256
+

2�

6 − 4� − 2 ln
9

8
− ln

ĒPDMS�

�ECNTt
��

1/2

. �15�

IV. BUCKLING OF CNT BUNDLES

For a representative CNT bundle of seven single-walled
CNTs forming a hexagon,36 as illustrated in Fig. 4�a�, the
bending stiffness is

�ECNTI�bundle = �ECNTI�single
7 + 6�2 +
�

R
�2� , �16�

where �ECNTI�single=ECNTt ·�R3 is the bending stiffness of a
single CNT with radius R and � is the intertube spacing. The
tensile stiffness for the CNT bundle is �ECNTA�bundle

=7�ECNTA�single. The wavelength, critical buckle strain, and
amplitude of a buckled CNT bundle are shown versus the
radius R of the constituent tube in Figs. 4�b�–4�d�, respec-
tively. The intertube spacing is 0.34 nm and the prestrain
�pre=5%. For large tube radius R	�, the wavelength, criti-
cal buckle strain, and amplitude of a buckled CNT bundle
could be approximated by

�bundle �
8�

3 �31ECNTt · �R3

ĒPDMS
�1/4�1 +

6�

31R
� , �17�

�c �
8

63
31ĒPDMSR

�ECNTt
�1 +

12�

31R
�

�� 81

256
+

2�

6 − 4� − 4 ln
9

2
−

52�

93R
− ln

ĒPDMSR

31�ECNTt
� ,

�18�

wmax �
8

93
�31R + 6���31�ECNTt

ĒPDMSR
�1/4

���pre −
8

63
31ĒPDMSR

�ECNTt
�1 +

12�

31R
�� 81

256

+
2�

6 − 4� − 4 ln
9

2
−

52�

93R
− ln

ĒPDMSR

31�ECNTt
��

1/2

.

�19�

As shown in Fig. 4, the above expressions are rather accu-
rate.
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V. COUPLED BUCKLING OF CNTS

The parallel CNTs buckle independently of the PDMS
substrate when their spacing is large. Once their spacing de-
creases to a critical value, the CNTs interact via the substrate
and buckle together and therefore have the same wavelength
and phase. For two parallel CNTs with outermost wall radii
Rj, bending stiffness ECNTIj, tensile stiffness ECNTAj �j
=1,2�, and center to center spacing 2d to buckle together,
the out-of-plane displacements can be written as wj

=wmax j cos kx, with the wave number k and amplitudes
wmax j to be determined. The bending and membrane energies
in two CNTs are still given by Eqs. �1� and �2� with the
bending stiffness, tensile stiffness, and amplitude replaced by
ECNTIj, ECNTAj, and wmax j, respectively. The magnitude P of
normal traction at the CNT/substrate interface is replaced by
Pj =ECNTAjk

2wmax j��pre−k2wmax j
2 /4�−ECNTIjk

4wmax j.
The PDMS substrate is subjected to two normal surface

tractions P1 cos kx / �2R1� and P2 cos kx / �2R2� over the
widths 2R1 and 2R2, respectively. The strain energy in the
substrate is obtained as

UPDMS =
P1

2

4�ĒPDMS

�3 − 2� − 2 ln kR1�

+
P2

2

4�ĒPDMS

�3 − 2� − 2 ln kR2� +
P1P2

2�ĒPDMS

f�k� ,

�20�

where

f�k� = �3 + 2 ln 2 − 2�� + k2d2�19

6
+ 2 ln 2 − 2��

+
1

96R1R2
��24 + k2�2d + R1 − R2�2��2d + R1

− R2�2 ln�k�2d + R1 − R2�� + �24 + k2�2d − R1

+ R2�2��2d − R1 + R2�2 ln�k�2d − R1 + R2�� − �24

+ k2�2d − R1 − R2�2��2d − R1 − R2�2 ln�k�2d − R1

− R2�� − �24 + k2�2d + R1 + R2�2��2d + R1

FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� A representative CNT bundle of seven single-walled CNTs forming a hexagon. The intertube spacing is 0.34 nm. �b� The wavelength
of a buckled single-walled CNT bundle vs the radius of the constituent tube. The red line represents the approximation given by Eq. �17�. �c� The critical strain
for a single-walled CNT bundle to buckle vs the tube radius. The red line represents the approximation given by Eq. �18�. �c� The amplitude of a buckled
single-walled CNT bundle vs the tube radius. The red line represents the approximation given by Eq. �19�.
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+ R2�2 ln�k�2d + R1 + R2��� �21�

results from the interactions.
The total potential energy �tot of the system is

�tot =
1

4�
j=1

2 
ECNTIjk
4wmax j

2 + 2ECNTAj�1

4
k2wmax j

2 − �pre�2

+ 2Pjwmax j −
Pj

2

�ĒPDMS

�3 − 2� − 2 ln kRj��
−

P1P2

2�ĒPDMS

f�k� . �22�

Its minimization gives the wave number k and amplitudes
wmax 1 and wmax 2. For two double-walled CNTs with inner
wall radii 1 and 1.1 nm �which correspond to the outer wall
radii R1=1.34 nm and R2=1.44 nm, respectively� to buckle
together, Fig. 5�a� shows the total potential energy of the
system versus the wall-to-wall spacing 2d−R1−R2 between
two CNTs. For comparison, the potential energy for them to
buckle independently is also shown by the horizontal line.
The curve and the horizontal line intersect and give a critical
distance, 84 nm, below which the double-walled CNTs
buckle together on the PDMS substrate. As shown in Fig.
5�b�, this critical distance for two double-walled CNTs to
buckle together decreases as the difference in CNT radii in-
creases, which suggests that CNTs with the same radii are
easier to buckle together than those with different radii. Fig-
ure 5�c� compares the wavelength of coupled buckling to the
wavelengths of two independently buckled double-walled
CNTs. It is clear that the larger tube dominates the coupled
buckling since the wavelength is close to that of the larger
tube.

VI. CONCLUSION

The buckling of single-walled, multiwalled CNTs, and
CNT bundles on the elastomeric substrate is studied via the
continuum mechanics theory. Simple expressions of the
buckle wavelength and amplitude and the critical strain for
buckling are obtained analytically. For single-walled CNTs,
the wavelength is proportional to the CNT radius to the 3/4
power, while it increases linearly with the number of walls
for multiwalled CNTs. For two parallel CNTs on the surface
of the elastomeric substrate, there exists a critical spacing
below which the two CNTs interact and buckle together,
adopting the same wavelength. This cobuckling wavelength
is very close to the wavelength for the larger CNT to buckle
independently, i.e., the larger tube dominates the coupled
buckling.
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FIG. 5. �Color online� �a� The total potential energy of two double-walled
CNTs with inner wall radii 1 and 1.1 nm buckled together. The red horizon-
tal line is the total energy for them to buckle independently. The curve and
the horizontal line intersect and give a critical distance, 84 nm, below which
the CNTs buckle together on the PDMS substrate. �b� The critical distance
for two CNTs to buckle together decreases as the difference in CNT radii
increases. �c� The wavelength of coupled buckling �blue dots� vs the wave-
lengths of two independently buckled double-walled CNTs �red lines�. It is
clear that the larger tube dominates the coupled buckling since the wave-
length is close to that of the larger tube.
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